
 

Descendants with Daddy Issues: Fatherless Sons in the Iliad 

Out of the various familial roles and interactions portrayed in Homer’s Iliad, the 

relationship between father and son emerges as a source of identity for the heroes at the center of 

the poem. While these characters strive to distinguish themselves in the contests of war, they 

consistently reference their ancestors in order to establish their merit as aristoi. They are even 

seldom named without the addition of a patronym as a reference to their patrilineage. But, what 

happens to a hero’s identity when his father is separated from him before he has fully established 

himself as a member of heroic society? S. Hübner’s and D. Ratzen’s Growing up Fatherless in 

Antiquity (2009) presents a broad picture of the political, cultural, and familial impacts of 

fatherlessness as they appear in antiquity from Homeric poetry to late Christianity. However, the 

portrayal of fatherless children and their struggles still remains widely unexplored in Classics. 

While many scholars, such as S. Mill, L. Pratt, and R. Finlay, have examined individual cases of 

sons and their difficulties, this study notes an overall theme of fatherlessness in the Iliad, which 

suggests that the epic revolves around the struggles of a few young heroes with absent fathers as 

they attempt to prove themselves as aristoi.  

In particular, this study examines Achilles, Diomedes, and Astyanax all of whom emerge 

as young heroes who must cope with social and personal difficulties caused by the absence, 

separation, or death of a father. As one of the youngest Achaeans, Diomedes frequently attempts 

to prove his worth as a hero, yet the older Achaeans constantly single out his shortcomings by 

comparing him to his deceased father he never knew. For instance, both Agamemnon and Athena 

reproach Diomedes’ hesitation in battle, saying his father was never a cowardly fighter (4.70-3, 

5.809-13). Likewise, when the comparably young Achilles withdraws from the Achaean cause, 

other heroes, such as those in the embassy of book 9, urge him to resume his role as champion of 



 

the Achaeans by referencing his father’s sense of compassion for others (9.252-261). Although 

the infant Astyanax has not yet lost his father, both Hector and Andromache describe how he is 

expected to act as an adult: at times envisioning him living up to his father’s reputation as a 

warrior (6.479-481), while at other times lamenting his fall from esteemed son to orphaned 

outcast (22.490-501). Despite each son’s unique situation, other characters imply that their 

struggles all stem from the absence of their fathers. 

By comparing these three sons and their treatment as fatherless sons, the absence of their 

fathers appears to create three distinct difficulties for all of them. First, without the father as an 

instructor, the son struggles to function under the standards and structures of society. Second, 

because the father offers an exemplum for the son to follow, it is difficult for the fatherless son to 

prove his pedigree to others by emulating his father’s defining characteristics. Finally, because 

their relationship is based off the idea of reciprocity, the son is held to the expectation that he 

will either protect his father despite their separation or exact revenge on his behalf. Furthermore, 

the prevalence of this theme of fatherlessness suggests that the struggles of these fatherless sons 

to emerge as full members of the aristoi are integral to plot of the Iliad.  
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